Alumni Awards presented at 2018 Graduate Awards Banquet

Thanks to the generous support from alumni and friends of the Department of Economics, the following alumni awards and scholarships were presented at the 2018 Graduate Awards Banquet:

- **Paul W. Boltz Fellowship**
  - Recipient: Gustavo Da Silva Cortes Goncalves

- **Brems Graduate Research Award**
  - Recipient: Sebastian Laumer

- **Cleo Fitzsimmons Award**
  - Recipient: Hansen Shao

- **Robert E. Demarest Memorial Teaching Award**
  - Recipient: Carlos Hurtado
  - Recipients: Asad Khan and Tatiana Mocanu

- **Robert Willis Harbeson Memorial Dissertation Fellowship**
  - Recipient: Juan Munoz Morales
  - Recipients: Julia Gonzalez and Jacob Vogler
Alumni Awards continued...

McNatt Memorial Award
Recipient: Hee Pyung Cho

Morris and Sally Kleiner Labor Economics Prize
Recipient: Yuci Chen

Department Sponsored Awards
Summer Research Fellowships
Recipient: Abdollah Farhoodi
Recipient: Mauricio Isaza
Recipient: Dominik Mockus

Recipient: Mariya Shappo
Recipient: Prakrati Thakur

EGSO Awards
(Economics Graduate Student Organization)
Excellence in Graduate Teaching Assistantship
Recipients: Diogo Carvalho and Mauricio Gonzales

Excellence in Teaching a Field Course
Recipient: David Albouy

Excellence in Teaching a Core Course
Recipient: Jorge Lemus

Interested in creating a scholarship or award for graduate students? Contact hatchel@illinois.edu